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Coming from Gratitude

Honoring our Pain for the World

Going Forth (168)

Deep Time: Reconnecting with 
Past and Future Generations

Seeing with new eyes

Human life

Daily comforts

Support of the whole universe

Exercise

Poems

Mirror Walk (88)

Exercises

Apathaeia

dread

pain

fear

overwhelm

Zoning out

Repression

I don't care!

Truth Mandala (101)

deadening of mind and heart

response to pain

perils are real

they affect everyone

we are not closed off from it

price of consciousness

necessary for collective healing

of pain

of despair

of appearing morbid

of our own ignorance

of guilt

of causing distress

of being unpatriotic

of appearing weak or emotional

belief in the separate self

of powerlessness

helplessness

distraction

consumption

busyness

addictions

Mass media

job and time pressures

social violence

awareness of 
suffering and dangers

personal vitality

wider sense of identity

nourishing sense of community

sturdier motivation

appreciation of diversity of our gifts

Gratitude

liberation from 
dependence on outcomes

Exercise: Learning to See (Brahmaviharas) (194)

act like ancestors

attune to ecological rhythms

nourish felt connection with 
past and future generations

shared grief, fear, despair

Interconnectedness

turning of tide

pause between in breath and out breath

fulcrum

gateway

deep ecology

mutual belonging

"positive disintegration"

exercise: My choices (130)

Key points (117)

fierce guardians

moving beyond dread and griefs

Shambala Prophecy (60)

• The worldview underlying the Industrial 
Growth society perceives reality in terms of 
discrete and separate entities, which relate to each 
other in a hierarchical and competitive fashion. 
Hence power has been understood as domination
—power over, win/lose
• We now, in the Great Turning, reclaim an 
understanding of the interdependence of all 
phenomena. Power is understood as mutual and 
synergistic, arising from interaction and 
generating new possibilities and capacities
• The shift in perception is a figure-ground 
reversal—from separate entities to flows of 
relationship, from substance to process, from 
noun to verb.
• In this shift, each self is seen as both unique and 
inseparable from its matrix, the web of life; its 
genuine self-interest includes other beings and 
the living body of Earth.
• The assumption that selves are essentiallly 
separate, and thereby competitive, breeds 
insatiable wants. Hence the overriding goal of 
economic growth, to which our global system is 
increasingly addicted, and which is inherently 
suicidal
• The global crisis is at root a crisis in perception. 
There is no technological fix. 

There is no birth of consciousness without pain.
—Carl Jung

Relinquishing our horizons for:
Readiness
Relevance
Responsibility

Shift from  Industrial Growth Society to Life-
sustaining Society

Paticca Samupada
Dependent co-arising


